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The origin of the bond-length change in molecule or molecular cluster has been investigated
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory using the electrostatic potential or the electron den-
sity difference analysis method. Our results have clearly shown that the bond-length change
of a chemical bond is determined mainly by the balance of the electrostatic forces exerted
by electrons on the two nuclei. The factors that affect the balance of the electrostatic forces
include four parts: (i) The abstraction of the electron density from Berlin’s binding region
between the two nuclei. (ii) The accumulation of the electron density in Berlin’s antibinding
regions. (iii) The accumulation of the electron density in Berlin’s binding region between
the two nuclei. (iv) The abstraction of the electron density from Berlin’s antibinding re-
gions. Using the change of the electron density around the two nuclei of a chemical bond,
we have succeeded in explaining two important chemical phenomena: (i) breakdown of
bond length–bond strength correlation; (ii) the bond-length change in the hydrogen bond.
Keywords: Berlin’s theorem; H-bonding; Blue-shifting H-bonding.

Chemistry is a science of change in which the structural change of com-
pounds plays a pivotal role because the structure and bonding of a com-
pound determine its chemical and physical properties. Then, an important
question is: What is the origin of the change of the structure? The search
for the answer has a long history. But even in recent years, there are still
debates going on about whether or not the wave function or the electron
density is the more fundamental for understanding chemical bonding and
molecular geometry1–4. Despite the controversy, it is still useful to use the
energy or the electron density to analyze and solve chemical problems. In
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the present study, we mainly focus on the correlation between electron
density distribution and molecular geometries.

To study the origin of the bond-length change is the first step for the un-
derstanding of the structural change of the whole molecule. Let us add here
that the bond-length change itself is a very important topic in chemistry.
For example, the substitution of one or more atoms in a molecule always
results in the bond-length change of the unsubstituted chemical bond, and,
for the molecular cluster, the change of the stretching frequency upon
complexation is usually accompanied by the bond-length change of the
corresponding chemical bond. At the same time, it is well known that the
bond-length change is related to the nature of the chemical bond. In 1951,
Berlin defined the binding and antibinding regions in a diatomic molecule
according to the forces acting on the two nuclei (Fig. 1a)5. He pointed out
that the electron density in a binding region tends to shorten the bond,
whereas in an antibinding region it tends to elongate the bond. Later,
Spackman and Maslen extended Berlin’s idea and proposed that not only
electron density accumulation in binding regions, but also electron density
abstraction from antibinding regions may result in the bond contraction,
and, similarly, both electron density depletion in binding regions and elec-
tron density accumulation in antibinding regions may cause the bond to
elongate6. However, for the polyatomic molecules and molecular clusters, it
is difficult to accurately define Berlin’s binding regions and Berlin’s anti-
binding regions7,8. Since only the electron density near the two nuclei is
important for the change of the bond length, we may consider the poly-
atomic molecule or the molecular cluster approximately as a pseudo-
diatomic species: The region between the two nuclei of the chemical bond
can be identified with Berlin’s binding region and the regions outside the
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FIG. 1
Binding and antibinding regions in a heteronuclear diatomic molecule AB (a) and a hydrogen-
bonded complex with the type of X–H···Y (b)



two nuclei can be identified with Berlin’s antibinding region9. Figure 1
shows the binding and antibinding regions of a X–H···Y hydrogen-bonded
complex. The antibinding region marked by green colour in Fig. 1b is dif-
ferent from others (marked in red) because the electrostatic attractive inter-
action between positive H and negative Y always yields the X–H bond
elongation. Using this approximation the Berlin’s theorem explaining the
origin of the bond-length change can be applied for both molecules and
molecular clusters.

The general rule for the bond length–bond strength relationship is fol-
lowing – longer bond is weaker bond and shorter bond is stronger bond.
However, an unusual relationship between the bond length and the bond
strength has been found in many studies10–12. Kaupp and coworkers ex-
plained the breakdown of bond length–bond strength correlation on the
basis of hybridization defects12. Here, we reinvestigate this issue and ex-
plain it on the basis of the change of the electron density. Another impor-
tant issue related to the bond length is the bond-length change of the
hydrogen bond. Generally, the X–H···Y hydrogen bond is characterized by
an elongation of the X–H bond and a decrease of its stretching frequency13.
But in recent years, a number of theoretical and experimental studies have
demonstrated that there also exists a new type of hydrogen bond – the
blue-shifting hydrogen bond, in which the X–H bond shortening and asso-
ciated blue shift are observed14–22. In the present paper, we will investigate
the origin of the X–H bond-length change employing the Berlin’s theorem.
It must be pointed out here that Berlin’s theorem can also be applied to
solving similar problems, such as the origin of the bond-length change in
the lithium bond, the origin of the bond-length change in the halogen
bond, etc.23–25

METHODS

Geometry optimizations of the molecules and the molecular clusters were
performed using the Gaussian03 suite of programs26. All calculations were
done using the second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) in
conjunction with the Dunning augmented correlation-consistent basis set
aug-cc-pVDZ 27.

The electrostatic potential for the molecules HOF and FOF has been car-
ried out using the MP2-optimized structure and the MP2 electron density.
For the molecular clusters, a number of different proton donor molecules,
including sp3-, sp2-, and sp-hybridized carbons, paired with benzene were
considered. MP2 electron densities and their shifts were displayed using the
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GaussView program28; values for the isosurfaces are denoted in the figure
captions. The natural bond orbital (NBO) charge29 was calculated at the
HF/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory using the built-in sub-
routine of the Gaussian03 program.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Isolated Molecule

There are many cases in which shorter bonds have been found to have
smaller bond energies10–12. In this paper, we selected O–F bonds in the mol-
ecules HOF and FOF to study the origin of breakdown of the bond length–
bond strength correlation. Since the electrostatic potential is very directly
and rigorously related to the electron density, we can use the change of the
electrostatic potential to describe the change of the electron density. The
positive electrostatic potential regions indicate a deficiency of electron den-
sity, while the negative potential regions indicate areas with an excess of
electron density. An increase of the electrostatic potential value means a
decrease of the electron density, and vice versa. Note that the electrostatic
potential map is convenient to see the small changes in the electron den-
sity. Figure 2 shows the electrostatic potential maps of HOF and FOF on
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FIG. 2
Electrostatic potential maps of HOF and FOF on the molecular plane. The black lines represent
the positive part of the electrostatic potential, the blue ones represent the negative part of the
electrostatic potential. The contour interval is 0.005 a.u. The unit of the axes is Å. The regions
inside the red ellipses can be approximately identified with Berlin’s antibinding region. For
the definitions of Berlin’s binding and antibinding regions of triatomic molecules, see ref.7 for
details



their respective molecular plane. As mentioned above, we only focus on
Berlin’s binding region that is between O and F and Berlin’s antibinding re-
gions that are at the rears of O and F away from the O–F bond including the
lone-pair regions (see Fig. 2). It can be clearly seen from Fig. 2 that the elec-
tron density decreases in the region between O and F after the replacement
of a hydrogen by a fluorine (blue lines at the right of vertical O–F bond are
upon replacement of H by F changed into black ones; this change indicates
electron density decrease). According to Berlin’s theorem, the decrease of
electron density in the binding region results in the elongation of the O–F
bond. In the O–F Berlin’s antibinding regions the electron density also de-
creases after the fluorine substitution (blue lines in antibinding regions in-
dicated by red ellipses are upon F substitution changed into black lines) and
this decrease is more significant than that in the binding region between O
and F. This is mainly apparent at the lone-pair regions of O and F where the
negative electrostatic potential (little blue circle regions visible in case of
HOF) disappears almost completely after the fluorine substitution. The elec-
tron density decrease in Berlin’s antibinding regions leads to decrease of the
electrostatic Hellmann–Feynman force acting on the two nuclei and, conse-
quently, the contraction of the O–F bond. The shortening effect dominates
and the O–F bond is finally contracted. According the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
calculations, the O–F bond length in the HOF and FOF molecules equals to
1.4461 and 1.4221 Å, respectively, which is in agreement with the available
experimental value of 1.442 Å for HOF and 1.409 Å for FOF 11. On the other
hand, the decrease of the electron density in the binding region (see above)
weakens the O–F bond. The computational and experimental values of
force constants and dissociation energies for the O–F bonds in HOF and
FOF did show a marked decrease with increasing fluorination11. Now, we
can see that the reason for the unusual correlation between bond length
and bond strength is successfully explained by applying the electron-
density changes in the Berlin’s binding and antibinding regions.

Red- and Blue-Shifting H-Bonded Clusters

When two or more systems interact their bond lengths are usually changed.
One of the most important examples is the change of the X–H bond length
upon formation of the X–H···Y hydrogen bond. The origin of the X–H bond
length change has been explored by many studies14–22, but none of the ex-
planations are general and some conclusions and results even contradict
each other14–22.
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In the present paper, we investigate the origin of the bond-length change
upon molecular cluster formation and we selected the following complexes:
CH4···C6H6, C6H6···C6H6 and HCCH···C6H6. Besides the C–H bond directly
involved in the hydrogen bond, we also considered the other C–H bonds in
the proton donors CH4, C6H6 and HCCH which do not directly participate
in the H-bonding.

The left side in Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the C–H bond-length
change on the distance between Ha and Y. C–Hb and Cb–Hb distances in
CH4···C6H6 and in C6H6···C6H6 complexes both increase continuously with
the decrease of the Ha···Y distance. The C–H bonds involved in the hydro-
gen bond in both complexes first decrease and then increase with the de-
crease of the Ha···Y distance. For the complex HCCH···C6H6, the change
of the C–H bonds is more complicated: the Ca–Ha bond length first slightly
increases, then decreases, and finally increases again with the decrease of
the Ha···Y distance. The Cb–Hb bonds are all contracted in the range of
1.8–6.5 Å of the Ha···Y distance.

Investigating the C and H NBO charges in Table I, we find that the Hb
charges in all three complexes are decreased with the decrease of the Ha···Y
distance. This indicates a net shift of charge toward the Cb(C)–Hb end.
Table I further shows that the Ha charges first increase and then decrease
with the decrease of the Ha···Y distance. Charges on C atoms involved in
the C–H···π hydrogen bond are all increased with the decrease of the Ha···Y
distance while the charges on Cb atoms in C6H6···C6H6 and HCCH···C6H6
complexes decreased with the decrease of the Ha···Y distance. However, in
the case of benzene···HF dimer the opposite was found; the charge on the
F atom decreased with the decrease of the H···Y distance30. We can thus
conclude that there is no correlation between the charge change and the
bond-length change.

Let us further investigate the electron density difference maps. As shown
in the right side of the Fig. 3, the electron densities in the remote part of
the proton donors increased with the decrease of the Ha···Y distance (com-
pare electron densities of the red-shifting H-bonded complex and the corre-
sponding blue-shifting H-bonded complex). Simultaneously, these electron
densities also increased upon the complex formation (see electron density
for each complex). The electron density increase in the remote part of the
proton donors of all complexes is more pronounced at shorter Ha···Y dis-
tances where all complexes exhibited a red shift of the C–H stretch fre-
quency. The same is true for the increase or decrease of the electron density
in other regions. The explanation of the origin of the bond-length change
from the electron density difference maps is thus relatively simple for the
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FIG. 3
Change of the C–H bond length with the distance between Ha and Y and selected electron
density difference maps for the complexes CH4···C6H6, C6H6···C6H6 and HCCH···C6H6. In the
electron density difference maps, red regions denote gain and yellow regions represent loss.
Contour illustrated in solid format corresponds to change by 0.0004 a.u. and the contour in-
terval is 0.0001 a.u. for those illustrated in mesh format. The regions which the red arrows
point to can be approximately defined as the Berlin’s antibinding regions and the regions
which the blue arrows point to can be approximately defined as the Berlin’s binding regions



C–H bonds not involved in the hydrogen bond. The electron density be-
tween C and Hb and Cb and Hb in CH4···C6H6 and C6H6···C6H6 complexes
both decreased upon complex formation while electron densities at the
rears of C and Hb, and Cb and Hb in CH4···C6H6 and C6H6···C6H6 complexes
both increased upon complex formation. According to Berlin’s theorem,
this will lead to elongation of C–Hb and Cb–Hb bonds. The situation is more
complicated for the Cb–Hb in HCCH···C6H6 complex. The electron density
between Cb and Hb decreased and the electron density at the rear of Hb in-
creased. However, the electron density at the rear of Cb, i.e. the electron
density around Ca also decreased. The former effect indicated bond elonga-
tion while the latter effect the bond contraction. Since the latter effects are
dominant the Cb–Hb bond was finally contracted.

The explanation for Ca(C)–Ha bond-length change is, however, more
complex. Let us first define the Berlin’s binding and antibinding regions.
The blue arrows in Fig. 3 define the former regions and the red arrows indi-
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TABLE I
Change of the NBO charge (in e) on atoms C or H in the proton donors of the complexes
CH4···C6H6, C6H6···C6H6 and HCCH···C6H6 with the distance between Ha and Y

Ha···Y

CH4···C6H6 C6H6···C6H6 HCCH···C6H6

q(Ha) q(C) q(Hb) q(Ha) q(Ca) q(Cb) q(Hb) q(Ha) q(Ca) q(Cb) q(Hb)

1.8 0.189 –0.760 0.185 0.208 –0.190 –0.225 0.213 0.222 –0.195 –0.288 0.236

2.0 0.192 –0.764 0.187 0.210 –0.193 –0.223 0.214 0.226 –0.200 –0.280 0.237

2.2 0.195 –0.769 0.188 0.213 –0.198 –0.222 0.215 0.231 –0.206 –0.274 0.237

2.4 0.198 –0.773 0.190 0.217 –0.203 –0.221 0.216 0.236 –0.212 –0.269 0.237

2.6 0.200 –0.776 0.191 0.221 –0.207 –0.221 0.217 0.239 –0.218 –0.265 0.238

2.8 0.202 –0.779 0.191 0.224 –0.211 –0.220 0.217 0.242 –0.223 –0.262 0.238

3.0 0.203 –0.781 0.192 0.226 –0.213 –0.220 0.217 0.244 –0.227 –0.259 0.238

3.5 0.203 –0.784 0.193 0.227 –0.217 –0.220 0.218 0.246 –0.232 –0.254 0.239

4.0 0.202 –0.784 0.194 0.225 –0.217 –0.220 0.219 0.246 –0.236 –0.251 0.239

4.5 0.200 –0.784 0.194 0.223 –0.217 –0.220 0.219 0.244 –0.237 –0.248 0.240

5.0 0.199 –0.784 0.195 0.222 –0.218 –0.219 0.219 0.244 –0.238 –0.246 0.240

5.5 0.198 –0.784 0.195 0.221 –0.218 –0.219 0.219 0.243 –0.238 –0.245 0.240

6.0 0.198 –0.783 0.195 0.221 –0.218 –0.219 0.219 0.243 –0.239 –0.244 0.240

6.5 0.197 –0.783 0.195 0.221 –0.219 –0.219 0.219 0.242 –0.239 –0.244 0.241

Free 0.196 –0.783 0.196 0.219 –0.219 –0.219 0.219 0.241 –0.241 –0.241 0.241



cate the latter regions. Investigating the electron density difference maps
with contour interval 0.0001 a.u. in Fig. 3 (mesh format), we found that the
electron densities in Berlin’s binding and antibinding regions all increased
for shorter as well as for longer Ha–Y distances (i.e. for both red-shifting and
blue-shifting hydrogen bonds). Obviously, there exists a balance that deter-
mines the net bond-length change. Investigating the electron density dif-
ference maps with contour interval 0.0004 a.u. (Fig. 3, the solid format) we
found for the red-shifting hydrogen bond that the electron density accu-
mulation in the Berlin’s antibinding regions plays a dominant role and
causes the Ca(C)–Ha bond elongation. For the blue-shifting hydrogen bond,
the increase of the electron density at the back of Ca(C) and above the
plane of the benzene ring is, however, not noticeable. Therefore, the elec-
tron density accumulation between Ca(C) and Ha dominates and, conse-
quently, the Ca(C)–Ha bond shortens. In a recent paper, Jemmis and Joseph
provided a uniform explanation for the red, blue, or no shift in hydrogen
bonds22. They claimed that the net gain of electron density at the X–H
region encourages an X–H bond contraction, and the electrostatic attractive
interaction between the positive H and the negative Y causes an X–H elon-
gation. We extend this explanation by considering the electron density
change in the region at the rear of X away from X–H bond. The present ex-
planation works also for the X–H bond not involved in the hydrogen bond.

We conclude that the electron density increase at the rears of the atoms
X and H away from the X–H bond is one of players determining the red-
shifting character. This increase is not obvious for the blue-shifting hydro-
gen bond.

CONCLUSIONS

The region near the two nuclei of the chemical bond is approximately
divided into three parts. The first part localized between the two nuclei is
defined as Berlin’s binding region. The other two parts localized at the rear
of the two nuclei away from the chemical bond, are defined as Berlin’s
antibinding regions. The elongation of a chemical bond is caused by the ab-
straction of the electron density from Berlin’s binding region between the
two nuclei or by the accumulation of the electron density in Berlin’s anti-
binding regions; the contraction of a chemical bond is accompanied by the
accumulation of the electron density in between the two nuclei or by the
abstraction of the electron density from Berlin’s antibinding regions. The
net bond-length change is mainly determined by the balance of the four
factors, or we can say by the balance of the electrostatic forces exerted by
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electrons on the two nuclei. Our results have clearly shown that it is the
net change of the electron density that determines the origin of the bond-
length change of separated molecule upon fluorine substitution and the
origin of the bond-length change in the hydrogen-bonded complex upon
complexation. The X–H bond-length change in the hydrogen bond is deter-
mined by the electron density changes in three regions, that is, the region
between X and H, the region at the rear of X and the region between H
and Y. The explanation for the origin of the X–H bond-length change will
be incomplete without considering any one of them.
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